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AX, DE & TT

Driving Event Proposal #1 – Limits to SUV Modifications

Current Rule:

This is an open class for street-legal Cayennes and Macans based on North American
factory models. Performance modifications are allowed…

Description of Issue or Problem:

When the SUV class was added last year, pulling the SUVs from the SS and CC
classes, no limits were placed on modifications. I don’t think this was intended to allow
unlimited modification, as that could make a single class exceedingly unfair, so
therefore, limits should be set in place.

Proposed Change:

Limit the changes allowed in these classes to those available to Street Stock classes.



Driving Event Proposal #2 – Cone Penalties

Current Rule:

VIII PENALTIES

If cones are used to mark the course, the penalty for hitting a cone during a timed run is
an additional two (2) seconds per cone added to the applicable lap time. If a competitor
knocks over a pylon or moves it completely outside its outline, the penalty will be
incurred. All pylons will have the same penalty. The Event Chairperson is responsible
for ensuring that participants understand what cones are included as course markers.
Grid and pre-grid cones may count if that is announced prior to timed runs.

Proposed Change:

If cones are used to mark the course, the penalty for hitting a cone during a timed run is
an additional two (2) seconds per cone added to the applicable lap time. If a competitor
knocks over a pylon or moves it completely outside its outline, the penalty will be
incurred. Only “upright” course marking pylons are counted for any penalties. Pylons
lying on their sides (directional cones) are for information purposes only and will not
count for penalties if moved. All upright pylons will have the same penalty. The Event
Chairperson is responsible for ensuring that participants understand what cones are
included as course markers and which are directional. Grid and pre-grid cones may
count if that is announced prior to timed runs. Note: The Event Chair should utilize
sufficient course marking cones on the course to ensure fair results among all drivers.
Directional cones should not be used instead of or in place of course marking cones if
the latter are more appropriate. Directional cones should be in addition to course
marking cones.

Description of Issue or Problem:

The current Zone 8 Rules don’t specify if “pointer” cones (those lying on their sides)
count for penalties (2 seconds). At least one Region may count them based upon a
conversation I had with a member, most Regions (including PCA Parade) do not.

The 2019 Porsche Competition Rules don’t count pointer cone (page 30, A-8.2.3 Pylon
Penalties).

From the PCRs: If a competitor knocks over a Pylon or music completely outside its
outline, a penalty will be incurred. All pylons will have the same penalty. The penalty will
be two seconds for each Pylon so moved. This includes all pylons designating the start
and finish gates and their respective areas. Only “upright” pylons are counted for any



penalties. Pylons lying on their sides are for information purposes only and will not
count for penalties if moved.



Concours

Concours Proposal #1 – Remove the engine area from SC Division judging

Current Rule:

Judging shall be in the following areas for each division:

Special Categories Division: Exterior, Interior, Storage Compartment, Engine
Compartment

Description of Issue or Problem:

The problem is that any model car that is currently in Ubergang or Ganz Ubergang can
also end up in Special Categories. Neither Ubergang nor Ganz Ubergang divisions
have the engine compartment as a judged area because the factory states that the
engine compartment is only to be accessed by qualified mechanics for the Cayman and
Boxster. Additionally, it is virtually impossible to see much on the newer 911s and for
the 4 door cars the engine compartments are nothing like the cars of yesteryear. When
Ubergang and Ganz Ubergang divisions were created it was decided that it was
basically unfair to require engine judging for these models, forcing owners to access a
compartment in a way the factory didn’t approve of. Therefore, if the engine is unjudge-
able on these cars in the other two divisions, then it stands to reason it would also be
unjudge-able on these cars in the SC Division. To continue to judge the engine
compartment in the SC division would therefore put any cars such as these at a
disadvantage if and when they are entered in this division. Also, there are other cars
that may only be entered in this division that may have similar accessibility issues for
the engine, such as the 918 and perhaps the Carrera GT. Judging the engine
compartment in this division made sense years ago, but no longer does considering the
direction Porsche automobile design is taking. As it is an open-ended division that can
accept all models, we need to plan for all existing contingencies and for future models
as well (such as the Taycan).

Proposed Change:

Judging shall be in the following areas for each division:

Special Categories Division: Exterior, Interior, Storage Compartment



Concours Proposal #2 – Update Light Dusting Rules

Current Rule:

Section IV Judging: Item C Paragraph 2:

Once Judging begins, only exterior light dusting with a duster or suitable dusting cloth
will be permitted. Use of toothbrushes, Q-tips or any other cleaning device or products
could result in a penalty of 10 points assessed by the Event Chairperson.

Proposed Change:

Once Judging begins, only exterior light dusting with a suitable dusting cloth will be
permitted. Use of toothbrushes, Q-tips or any other cleaning device or products could
result in a 3 point deduction assessed by the Concours Head Judge.

Description of Issue or Problem:

We no longer use dusters, as the drag the dust and dirt across the paint and clear coat
and cause scratches.

A 10 point penalty is never assessed as that is excessive. Therefore a more reasonable
amount of 3 points is more in line with current Judging deductions.

A penalty assessed by a Concours Chairperson is not realistic as that person is running
the event overall and is not involved in car judging. The Concours Head Judge is the
appropriate person.



Concours Proposal #3 – Points penalty change

Current Rule:

Section IV Judging Item C

Entries must be displayed with all exterior parts uncovered. (Example, bras, mirror covers,
dust covers, etc.) Windows (glass or plastic) shall be up and/or installed. All tops must be up
and in place and installed. Sunroofs shall be closed. A car with a convertible or other
removable or retractable top that is not fully up either by malfunction, owners choice or any
other reason will be given a 5 point deduction. Similarly, a 5 point deduction will be given if
exterior parts are not uncovered or windows are not up at the time a car is judged.

An entrant must have all jacks, spare tires & toolkits in the car ready to be judged. Said items
are not to be wrapped in protective covering at the time the 5 minute Light Dusting only
warning is given. A penalty of 5 points shall be given to any item that is not ready for inspection
at the time the judges walk up to the car to commence judging.

Proposed Change:

Change the penalties in the above paragraphs to 2 points.

Description of Issue or Problem:

A 5 point penalty is never assessed as that is excessive. Therefore a more reasonable
amount of 2 points is more in line with current Judging deductions.



Concours Proposal #4 – Wash & Shine Judging

Elimination of Timing Exception For Wash And Shine Division

Existing Rule:

Judging IV:

F. For each division other than Wash & Shine, each component of the car will be judged
for five (5) minutes. For the exterior component, the one-minute walk-around will be
counted in the total time. After the walk-around, all compartments (door, trunk, glove
box, etc.) as requested will be opened off the clock. Judging then resumes for the
exterior and begins for all other components of the car. The exterior judge is to stop
judging at the point where one minute remains for the judging of areas other than the
exterior, thus allowing the same time for all areas.

G. There are no time limits for judging in the Wash & Shine division.

Proposed change: Modify F and delete G to remove Wash and Shine timing exception.
Also change the word “component” to “area” for clarity.

F. For each division other than Wash & Shine, Each component area of the car will be
judged for five (5) minutes. For the exterior component area, the one-minute walk-
around will be counted in the total time. After the walk-around, all compartments (door,
trunk, glove box, etc.) as requested will be opened off the clock. Judging then resumes
for the exterior and begins for all other component areas of the car. The exterior judge is
to stop judging at the point where one minute remains for the judging of areas other
than the exterior, thus allowing the same time for all areas.

G. There are no time limits for judging in the Wash & Shine division.

Reason: Having no time limit in Wash & Shine has resulted in the division taking an
excessive time to complete. The time to judge Wash & Shine often stretches to over an
hour or more. Often this results in the judges having to take a break for lunch and
consequently several cars waiting to be judged sitting and collecting dirt, bird poop and
other debris. I have also seen inexperienced judges spend 10 or 15-minutes going
through one car, while spending less time on others. If Wash & Shine is judged the
same as other divisions, the time limit should be the same too.

There is no reason in the rules why Wash & Shine has no time limit. After the car is
judged the judges have enough time to explain to the participant why deductions (if any)
were counted, the same as is customarily done in the other divisions.



Concours Proposal #5 – Ubergang & Ganz Ubergang Boxster & Cayman Classes

Existing Rule:

The current classes for Boxster and Cayman are:

UG-1 Boxster

UG-2 Cayman

GU-1 Boxster

GU-2 Cayman

Proposed change:

Change the classes to this in these two divisions:

UG-1 986/987 Boxster & Cayman

UG-2 981/718 Boxster & Cayman

GU-1 986/987 Boxster & Cayman

GU-2 981/718 Boxster & Cayman

Reason:

The reason for this is that there are significant differences in the Boxsters and Caymans
across these generational divides. Splitting them like this will make the judging more
fair for all and is consistent with how other models are treated. In order not to grow the
number of classes, the Boxsters and Caymans are combined, but this is no different
than the 911 cabriolets, targas and coupes, 944 & 968 cabriolets and coupes, etc



Concours Proposal #6 – Special Categories Division

Current Rule

SPECIAL CATEGORIES DIVISION

SC-1 Special Interest

SC-2 Current Competition

SC-3 Limited Production

The Special Categories division is intended to accommodate cars which, either
because of their unique nature or their use, might be placed at a competitive
disadvantage if entered in the other divisions. A car is eligible for entry in this division
only if it satisfies the criteria for one of the following classes:

1. Special Interest. This class includes cars which have been so extensively
modified from the original stock configuration that they may not be able to
compete on an even footing with the cars in the class in which they would
otherwise be included. Any car made by Porsche which, because of extensive
modifications, no longer satisfies the definition of a Porsche given in Section I
INTRODUCTION of these Concours competition rules is eligible for this class,
and cars in this class may have any type of engine installed, including non-
Porsche engines. Cosmetic body modifications, installation of roll cages,
routine engine modifications such as substitutions between carburetors and
fuel injection systems, displacement increases and other internal engine
modifications shall not, by themselves, qualify a car for this class.

2. Current Competition. This class includes cars that have, within the last 12
months, been driven actively in track competition such as time trials, DEs or
club racing events. Acceptable competition is not restricted to PCA events and
may include events sanctioned by other organizations such as but not limited
to the International Motor Sports Association or the Sports Car Club of America.
Autocross is not considered to be track competition. The entrant must be able
to provide documentation of entry into such competitive events within the last
year upon request.

3. Limited Production. This class includes Porsches made in limited quantities
that differ substantially from normal production cars. Examples include the 550
in its various guises along with its descendants, any of the 900 series of
competition cars such as the 904, 906, 917 and 934, other racing cars such as
Formula and Indy cars, as well as cars such as the 959 and Carrera GT. In
general, cars based on production street vehicles are not eligible for this class,
so that special editions of production 911s such as anniversary editions and
the 997 Club Coupe and special versions of production cars such as the 1952
America Roadster, the 911R, the 1973 Carrera RS and the RS America must
be entered in the classes containing other similar production cars.



Any person entering a car in one of these classes must be prepared to explain in detail
how the car satisfies the requirements of the class. In the event of any question over
whether a particular car qualifies for one of these classes, the Zone 8 Concours
Chairperson will make the final determination about its eligibility. An entrant may
voluntarily move their vehicle to another division if that division has a class that can
reasonably accommodate their model of vehicle. For example, a 959 could reasonably
be considered a limited Production 911 and therefore compete in Full Concours as a
911. However, on the other extreme, there is no class in any other division that could
accommodate a 917, so no movement is possible for such a vehicle. In making such a
move, when possible, the entrant acknowledges that they may be at a competitive
disadvantage. The car may not be switched back to SC Division after judging begins.

Proposed Rule:

SPECIAL CATEGORIES DIVISION

SC-1 Special Interest

SC-2 Current Competition

SC-3 Limited Production: Factory Exotics and Factory Race Cars

The Special Categories division is intended to accommodate cars which, either
because of their unique nature or their use, may not be able to compete on an even
footing if entered in the other divisions. A car is eligible for entry in this division only if
it satisfies the criteria for one of the following classes. Any person entering a car in one
of these classes must be prepared to explain in detail how the car satisfies the
requirements of the class. In the event of any question over whether a particular car
qualifies for one of these classes, the Zone 8 Concours Chairperson will make the final
determination about its eligibility. They may enlist the advice of event judges. Note:
The other divisions organize the classes by vintage and model for purposes of fairness.
When entering these classes entrants acknowledge that this is not possible in this
division.

1. Special Interest. This class includes cars which have been so extensively
modified from the original stock configuration that they are significantly easier
or significantly more difficult to prepare for Concours than the other cars in the
class in which they would otherwise be included. Additionally, any car made by
Porsche which, because of extensive modifications, no longer satisfies the
definition of a Porsche given in Section I INTRODUCTION of these Concours
competition rules is eligible for this class, and cars in this class may have any
type of engine installed, including non-Porsche engines. Furthermore,
production cars that are fully stripped and prepped for racing (that would
otherwise qualify for SC-2 Current Competition except that they are not actively



being campaigned) may be entered in this class. Note: Changes such as (but
not limited to) cosmetic body modifications; installation of roll cages or bars,
racing seats and harnesses, fire extinguishers; routine engine modifications
such as substitutions between carburetors and fuel injection systems, muffler
swaps, displacement increases and other internal engine modifications;
suspension component changes; etc. shall not, by themselves, qualify a car for
this class. It is not about the modifications, but about the impact the
modifications have on Concours preparation.

2. Current Competition. This class is for cars that have, within the last 12 months,
been driven actively in track competition (such as time trials, DEs or club racing
events) and therefore might have a disadvantage compared to a car that is only
used on the street or that is a “garage queen.” Acceptable competition is not
restricted to PCA events and may include events sanctioned by other
organizations such as but not limited to the International Motor Sports
Association or the Sports Car Club of America. The entrant must be able to
provide documentation of entry into such competitive events within the last year
upon request. Note: Autocross is not considered to be competition for purposes
of this class.

3. Limited Production: Factory Exotics and Factory Race Cars. This class
includes Porsches made in limited quantities that differ substantially from
normal production cars. Examples include the 550 in its various guises along
with its descendants as well as cars such as the 959, Carrera GT and 918.
Additionally, this class also includes factory race cars such as (but not limited
to) any of the 900 series of competition cars such as the 904, 906, 917 and
934, and more recently the 911 RSR, GT3 R, GT3 Cup, GT2 RS Clubsport and
GT4 Clubsport, etc.; and other racing cars such Formula and Indy cars. Note:
This class does not include the many variants of production cars, so special
editions of production 911s such as anniversary editions and the Club Coupes,
the 911R, the 1973 Carrera RS, the RS America, GT3, GT3RS, GT2, GT2RS
and Speedsters are not eligible for this class. Similarly, the 1952 America
Roadster, GT4 and Boxster Spyder are also not eligible. This list is not
exhaustive, but merely serves to provide a few examples. In general, model
variations of production street vehicles are not eligible for this class and must
be entered in the divisions and classes containing similar production cars.
These cars are considered minor variations for purposes of Concours. This
class is only for cars that cannot reasonably fit into the classes of the other
divisions.

Rationale:

Primarily clarification. This year there have been “debates” at events about what
constitutes a SC-1 car, as in how much modification is “enough” to qualify for SC-1. This
rule change clarifies the intent of the SC-1 class. Additionally it adds more models to the
example lists in SC-3 (of both cars that are included and excluded). Finally, it removes



the option of classifying a car in the “regular” division if it can possibly be squeezed in
there as that merely adds confusion and is potentially unfair to the entrants of those
divisions.



Concours Proposal #7 – 356 Classes

Current Rule

A. FULL CONCOURS DIVISION

C-1 All Closed 356

C-2 All Open 356

C. STREET DIVISION

S-1 All Closed 356

S-2 All Open 356

D. UNRESTORED DIVISION

UR-1 All Closed 356

UR-2 All Open 356

F. WASH & SHINE DIVISION

W&S-1 All Closed 356

W&S-2 All Open 356

Proposed Rule:

A. FULL CONCOURS DIVISION

C-1 All 356

C. STREET DIVISION

S-1 All 356

D. UNRESTORED DIVISION

UR-1 All 356

F. WASH & SHINE DIVISION

W&S-1 All 356



Rationale:

Combine all the 356 into one class in each division. This is no different than the 911
cabriolets, targas and coupes, 944 & 968 cabriolets and coupes, etc. This reduces the
number of classes that each event must be prepared to award trophies in. 356
registration is down and no longer justifies having separate classes.



Concours Proposal #8 – Maintaining Judging Qualifications

Current Rule

Section IV Judging

Part C

….

Any judge with a Zone 8 or higher classification who wishes to maintain that classification
must judge at least one event each year and show a car in a judged class at least once every
two years. Any judge who fails to do so will have his or her classification reduced by one
level each year these requirements have not been met. A Master Judge must complete at
least one Zone 8 Judges School every two years or he/she will be reclassified as a Senior
Judge.

…

Proposed Rule:

Section IV Judging

Part C

….

Any judge with a Zone 8 or higher classification who wishes to maintain that classification
must:

A) Judge at least one event each year and show a car in a judged class at least once every

two years

Or

B) Judge at least six events every two years

Any judge who fails to do so will have his or her classification reduced by one level each
year these requirements have not been met.

Additionally a Master Judge must complete at least one Zone 8 Judges School every two
years or he/she will be reclassified as a Senior Judge.

…

Rationale:

Adds an option for judges that no longer wish to show cars. Many very experienced
judges like to take a break but are still fully qualified to judge.


